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Communiation Avoiding Gaussian EliminationLaura GRIGORI∗ , James W. DEMMEL† , Hua XIANG ‡Thème NUM  Systèmes numériquesÉquipe-Projet Grand-largeRapport de reherhe n° 6523  Mai 2008  18 pagesAbstrat: This paper presents CALU, a Communiation Avoiding algorithm for the LU fator-ization of dense matries distributed in a two-dimensional (2D) yli layout. The algorithm isbased on a new pivoting strategy, referred to as a-pivoting, that is shown to be stable in pratie.The a-pivoting strategy leads to a signiant derease in the number of messages exhangedduring the fatorization of a blok-olumn relatively to onventional algorithms, and thus CALUoveromes the lateny bottlenek of the LU fatorization as in urrent implementations likeSaLAPACK and HPL.The experimental part of this paper fouses on the evaluation of the performane of CALUon two omputational systems, an IBM POWER 5 system with 888 ompute proessors dis-tributed among 111 ompute nodes, and a Cray XT4 system with 9660 dual-ore AMD Opteronproessors. We ompare CALU with SaLAPACK PDGETRF routine that omputes the LUfatorization. Our experiments show that CALU leads to a redution in the parallel time of theLU fatorization. The gain depends on the size of the matries and on the harateristis of theomputer arhiteture. In partiular the eet is found to be signiant in the ases when thelateny time is an important fator of the overall time, as for example when a small matrix isexeuted on large number of proessors.The fatorization of a blok-olumn, referred to as TSLU, reahes a performane of 215GFLOPs/s on 64 proessors of the IBM POWER 5 system, and a performane of 240 GFLOPs/son 64 proessors of the Cray XT4 system. It represents 44% and 36% of the theoretial peakperformanes on these systems. TSLU outperforms the orresponding routine PDGETF2 fromSaLAPACK up to a fator of 4.37 on the IBM POWER 5 system and up to a fator of 5.58 onthe Cray XT4 system.On square matries of order 104, CALU outperforms PDGETRF by a fator of 1.24 on IBMPOWER 5 and by a fator of 1.31 on Cray XT4. It represents 40% and 23% of the peakperformane on these systems. The best improvement obtained by CALU is a speedup of 2.29on IBM POWER 5 and a speedup of 1.81 on Cray XT4.Key-words: dense LU fatorization, parallel pivoting strategies, avoiding ommuniation
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Minimizer les ommuniations dans l'élimination de GaussRésumé : Dans e papier nous présentons CALU, un algorithme qui minimize les ommunia-tions de la fatorization LU des matries denses ave une distribution bi-dimensionnelle ylique.L'algorithme est basé sur une nouvelle strategie de pivotage, appelée a-pivotage, qui est stableen pratique. La strategie a-pivotage mène à une diminution signiative du nombre de messageséhangés pendant la fatorisation d'un bloque-olonne relativement aux algorithmes onvention-nels, et CALU surmonte ainsi le goulot d'étranglement de latene de la fatorisation LU dansdes réalisations ourantes omme SaLAPACK et HPL.La partie expérimentale de et artile se onentre sur l'évaluation de CALU sur deux ma-hines, une mahine IBM POWER 5 ave 888 proesseurs distribués parmi 111 noeuds de alul,et une mahine Cray XT4 ave 9660 proesseurs dual-ore AMD Opteron. Nous omparonsCALU à la routine PDGETRF de SaLAPACK qui alule la fatorisation LU. Nos expérienesmontrent que CALU mène à une rédution du temps de la fatorisation LU. Le gain dépend dela taille des matries et des aratéristiques de l'arhiteture de la mahine. En partiulier l'eets'avère signiatif dans les as où le temps de latene est un fateur important du temps global,omme par exemple quand une matrie de taille réduite est exéutée sur un grand nombre deproesseurs.La fatorisation d'un bloque-olonne, désignée sous le nom de TSLU, atteint 215 GFLOPs/ssur 64 proesseurs de IBM POWER 5, et 240 GFLOPs/s sur 64 proesseurs de Cray XT4.Cei représente 44% et 36% des exéutions maximales théoriques sur es mahines. Le meilleurspeedup de TSLU par rapport à la routine orrespondante PDGETF2 de SaLAPACK est de
4.37 sur IBM POWER 5 et de 5.58 sur Cray XT4.Sur des matries arrées de taille 104, CALU surpasse PDGETRF par un fateur 1.24 sur IBMPOWER 5 et par un fateur de 1.31 sur Cray XT4. Cei représente 40% et 23% de l'exéutionmaximale sur es systèmes. La meilleure amélioration obtenue par CALU est un speedup de 2.29sur IBM POWER 5 et un speedup de 1.81 sur Cray XT4.Mots-lés : fatorisation LU dense, strategies de pivotage en parallèle, ommuniation réduite
CALU 31 IntrodutionSolving linear systems of equations is one of the most used operation in various appliations andnumerial simulations in sienti omputing. These appliations frequently lead to solving verylarge dense sets of linear equations, often with millions of rows and olumns, and solving theseproblems is very time onsuming.In this paper we present a Communiation-Avoiding LU fatorization (CALU) algorithm foromputing the LU fatorization of a dense matrix A distributed in a two-dimensional (2D) lay-out. CALU is based on a new pivoting strategy, that we show it is numerially stable in pratie.CALU has two main harateristis. First, it is lateny avoiding, as the new pivoting strategyallows for a signiant derease in the number of messages exhanged during the fatorizationrelatively to onventional algorithms, though that omes at the ost of some redundant ompu-tations. We refer to the new pivoting strategy as a-pivoting. This approah is thus partiularlybeneial on parallel arhitetures and for sizes of matries for whih the overhead assoiatedwith sending a message between two proessors is an expensive fator in the algorithm. More-over, today's tehnology trends predit that arithmeti will ontinue to improve exponentiallyfaster than bandwidth, and bandwidth exponentially faster than lateny. So CALU is well suitedfor future parallel arhitetures, in whih onventional algorithms will spend more and more oftheir time ommuniating and less and less doing arithmeti. Seond, it allows the usage of thebest available sequential algorithm for omputing the LU fatorization of a blok-olumn, as forexample the reursive algorithms [6, 9℄.CALU uses a blok right-looking approah in whih a dense matrix A with a 2D layout isfatorized by traversing iteratively bloks of olumns. At eah iteration, rst a blok-olumn ofwidth b is fatored. Then the trailing matrix is updated, and the deomposition ontinues onthe trailing matrix. The main dierene with respet to other blok right-looking algorithms liesin the fatorization of a blok-olumn, whih is performed very eiently in CALU by using thenew a-pivoting strategy as follows. The LU deomposition of the blok-olumn is performed intwo steps. The rst step, a preproessing step, identies eiently in parallel b pivot rows, thatprovide good pivots for the LU fatorization of the entire blok-olumn. We desribe in detaillater in the paper how these rows are identied. The pivot rows are permuted to be in the rst
b positions of the blok-olumn. In the seond step the LU fatorization with no pivoting of theblok-olumn is performed. We refer to this approah for performing the LU fatorization of ablok-olumn as TSLU (Tall Skinny LU), sine a blok-olumn an onsidered to be a matrixwith a 1D layout for whih the vertial dimension (number of rows) is muh larger than thehorizontal dimension (number of olumns).CALU overomes the lateny bottlenek of the lassi LU fatorization, as implemented inSaLAPACK PDGETRF routine [2℄. In PDGETRF, the LU deomposition of an m× n matrixis performed in parallel using a blok yli distribution of the matrix over a Pr by Pc grid ofproessors, where Pr × Pc = P and P is the number of proessors. The lateny bottlenek inSaLAPACK lies in the LU fatorization of a blok-olumn that is spread over Pr proessors,that leads to 2n log2 Pr number of messages ommuniated during the fatorization. All theother terms are of the form O(n/b) log2 Pr + O(n/b) log2 Pc, where b is the size of the blokused in the 2D distribution. CALU has a number of messages ommuniated of 3(n/b) log2 Pr +
3(n/b) log2 Pc, i.e. smaller by a fator of b. The prie for fewer messages is b(mn − n2/2)/Prmore oating point work, whih is a small fration of the overall (mn2 − n3/3)/P work.This paper fouses on omparing CALU with the approah used in SaLAPACK PDGETRF,and the parallel implementation we present for CALU follows the main steps used in SaLA-PACK. However, the a-pivoting sheme an be used in other parallel algorithms implementingthe LU fatorization, leading to the same redution in ommuniation. In an be used for exam-RR n° 6523
4 Laura GRIGORI , James W. DEMMEL , Hua XIANGple in the highly optimized High Performane Linpak (HPL) benhmark, used in determiningthe Top500 list [1℄. This is the objet of our urrent researh.The new a-pivoting sheme used in CALU may lead to a dierent row permutation than thelassi LU fatorization. In this paper we present numerial results that show that a-pivotingsheme is stable in pratie. We observe that it behaves as a threshold pivoting, where theminimum threshold value in pratial experiments is 0.33. In other words, |L| is bounded by 3,while in LU fatorization with partial pivoting, |L| is bounded by 1,where |L| denotes the matrixof absolute values of the entries of L. We also nd that the auray tests performed in HPL [5℄,whih onsist of omputing several saled residuals, are fullled by the a-pivoting strategy.Hene this approah ould be used for evaluating the performane of parallel omputers.The algorithm presented in this paper bears some similarities to the Communiation-AvoidingQR (CAQR) fatorization disussed in [3℄. Both algorithms use a redue-like omputation forthe panel fatorization, thus dereasing the ommuniation ost. However the numerial stabilityissues related to the LU fatorization lead to a number of signiant dierenes. For instane,CALU performs the panel fatorization twie, but the update of the trailing matrix is the sameas in the lassi LU fatorization. In ommuniation-avoiding QR, the panel fatorization isperformed one, but there is some redundant omputation in the update of the trailing matrix.The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Setion 2 introdues CALU and the newa-pivoting sheme. Setion 3 desribes the parallel LU fatorization of a tall-skinny matrixusing a-pivoting, and disusses its performane in terms of omputation and ommuniationost. Setion 4 presents the parallel CALU algorithm of a matrix distributed in a 2D layoutand disusses its omputation and ommuniation ost. Setion 5 ompares the lassi LUfatorization algorithms implemented in SaLAPACK and the new proposed CALU algorithm.Setion 6 desribes experimental results that rst disuss the stability of a-pivoting sheme,and seond evaluate the performane of CALU on two omputational systems, an IBM POWER5 system and a Cray XT4 system, loated at National Energy Researh Sienti ComputingCenter (NERSC). And Setion 7 presents the onlusions and our future work.2 Desription of CALUIn this setion we desribe the main steps of CALU algorithm for omputing the LU fatorizationof a matrix A of size m × n. We use several notations. We refer to the submatrix of A formedby elements of row indies from i to j and olumn indies from d to e as A(i : j, d : e). If Ais the result of the multipliation of two matries B and C, we refer to the submatrix of A as
(BC)(i : j, d : e).CALU is a blok algorithm that fatorizes the input matrix by traversing iteratively bloksof olumns. At the rst iteration, the matrix A is partitioned as follows:
A =
[
A11 A12
A21 A22
]where A11 is of size b × b, A21 is of size (m − b) × b, A12 is of size b × (n − b) and A22 is ofsize (m − b) × (n − b). As other lassi right looking algorithms, CALU rst omputes the LUfatorization of the rst blok-olumn, then determines the blok U12, and updates the trailingmatrix A22.The main dierene with respet to other existing algorithms lies in the fatorization of therst blok-olumn. CALU uses the new a-pivoting strategy, onsisting in performing rst apreproessing step in whih a good set of pivot rows is identied. Seond, the pivot rows arepermuted in the rst b positions of matrix A and the LU fatorization with no pivoting of theINRIA
CALU 5rst blok-olumn is performed. CALU onsiders that the rst blok-olumn is partitioned in Pblok-rows. We present here the simple ase P = 4. For the sake of simpliity, we suppose that
m is a multiple of 4.The preproessing step starts by performing the LU fatorization with partial pivoting ofeah blok-row, as follows:
A =




A0
A1
A2
A3




=




Π̄00L̄00Ū00
Π̄10L̄10Ū10
Π̄20L̄20Ū20
Π̄30L̄30Ū30




=




Π̄00
Π̄10
Π̄20
Π̄30




·




L̄00
L̄10
L̄20
L̄30




·




Ū00
Ū10
Ū20
Ū30




≡ Π̄0L̄0Ū0This leads to a deomposition in whih the rst fator, Π̄0, is an m×m blok diagonal matrix,where eah diagonal blok Π̄i0 is a permutation matrix. The seond fator, L̄0, is an m×Pb blokdiagonal matrix, where eah diagonal blok L̄i0 is an m/P × b lower unit trapezoidal matrix.The third fator, Ū0, is a Pb× b matrix, where eah blok Ūi0 is a b× b upper triangular fator.Note that this step aims at identifying in eah blok-row a set of b linearly independent rows,whih orrespond to the rst b rows of Π̄Ti0Ai, with i = 0 . . . 3.From the P sets of loal pivot rows, we perform a binary tree (of depth log2 P = 2 in ourexample) of LU fatorizations of matries of size 2b× b to identify b global pivot rows. The 2 LUfatorizations at the leaves of our depth-2 binary tree are shown here, ombined in one matrix.This deomposition leads to a Pb×Pb permutation matrix Π̄1, a Pb× 2b fator L̄1 and a 2b× bfator Ū1.




(
Π̄T0 A
)
(1 : b, 1 : b)
(
Π̄T0 A
)
(m/P + 1 : m/P + b, 1 : b)
(
Π̄T0 A
)
(2m/P + 1 : 2m/P + b, 1 : b)
(
Π̄T0 A
)
(3m/P + 1 : 3m/P + b, 1 : b)




=
[
Π̄01L̄01Ū01
Π̄11L̄11Ū11
]
=
[
Π̄01
Π̄11
]
·
[
L̄01
L̄11
]
·
[
Ū01
Ū11
]
≡ Π̄1L̄1Ū1The global pivot rows are obtained after applying one more LU deomposition (at the rootof our depth-2 binary tree) on the pivot rows identied previously:
[ (
Π̄T1 Π̄
T
0 A
)
(1 : b, 1 : b)
(
Π̄T1 Π̄
T
0 A
)
(2m/P + 1 : 2m/P + b, 1 : b)
]
= Π̄02L̄02Ū02 ≡ Π̄2L̄2Ū2The permutations identied in the preproessing step are applied on the original matrix A.Then the LU fatorization with no pivoting of the rst blok-olumn is performed, the blok-rowof U is omputed and the trailing matrix is updated. Note that U11 = Ū2. The fatorizationontinues on the trailing matrix Ā. The permutation matries Π̄0, Π̄1, Π̄2 do not have the samedimensions. By abuse of notation, we onsider that Π̄1, Π̄2 are extended by the appropriateidentity matries to the dimension of Π̄0.
Π̄T2 Π̄
T
1 Π̄
T
0 A =
[
L11
L21 In−b
]
·
[
Ib
Ā
]
·
[
U11 U12
U22
]The a-pivoting strategy has several important harateristis. First, when b = 1 or P = 1,a-pivoting is equivalent to partial pivoting. Seond, the elimination of eah olumn of A leadsto a rank-1 update of the trailing matrix. The rank-1 update property is shown experimentallyto be very important for the stability of LU fatorization [10℄. A large rank update might lead toan unstable LU fatorization, as for example in another strategy suitable for parallel omputingalled parallel pivoting [10℄. Third, the numerial tests presented in Setion 6 show that it anbe regarded as a threshold pivoting strategy.RR n° 6523
6 Laura GRIGORI , James W. DEMMEL , Hua XIANG3 TSLU algorithmIn this setion we present TSLU, a parallel algorithm for omputing the LU fatorization ofan m × b matrix A, with m ≫ b, whih is distributed over P proessors using a 1D layout.We also disuss its performane in terms of ops and number of messages exhanged duringthe fatorization. This algorithm will be used in CALU for performing the fatorization of ablok-olumn.TSLU essentially does an all-redution (with a buttery ommuniation pattern) where theredution operation is Gaussian elimination on a pair of matries of size b × b staked on top ofone another. For ompleteness, we desribe this all-redution operation in more detail as follows,and then show an example.The omputation of TSLU is performed as an all-redution operation, and uses a butteryfor the ommuniation pattern. The buttery method uses a tree-like omputation as desribedin the previous setion, and takes plae in (log2 P +1) steps, starting from the bottom level k = 0of a binary tree. Eah node of the binary tree is assoiated with a set of proessors. For the sakeof simpliity, we suppose that the proessors are a power of two, numbered from 0 to P − 1, andthat m divides P . We use notations similar to [3℄: fstP (i, k) denotes the rst proessor aetedto the node of the binary tree at level k to whih proessor i belongs; target(i, k) refers to theproessor with whih proessor i exhanges data at level k of the tree in a buttery pattern;
tgtfstP (i, k) denotes the proessor with whih fstP (i, k) exhanges data at level k; level(i, k)denotes the node at level k of the binary tree whih is assigned to a set of proessors that inludesproessor i, and is omputed as:
level(i, k) =
⌊
i
2k
⌋
fstP (i, k) = 2klevel(i, k)
target(i, k) = fstP (i, k) + (i + 2k−1) mod 2k
tgtfstP (i, k) = target(fstP (i, k), k) = fstP (i, k) + 2k−1The algorithm starts with a loal LU fatorization on eah proessor of the m/P × b blok-rows that it owns. Then at eah level k of the binary tree and for eah node at this level, pairsof proessors perform redundantly an LU fatorization. Consider for example a proessor i andthe node at level k whih is mapped on proessor i, and identied as level(i, k). The fators Land U omputed at this node are denoted as L̄level(i,k),k , Ūlevel(i,k),k . Proessor i and its targetproessor exhange data and perform redundantly the LU fatorization of two matries of size
b × b.Note that the sequene of loal LU fatorizations performed in the rst three steps of TSLUare not performed in plae (the input matrix is not overwritten). Hene TSLU needs an extrastorage of size m × b to store the resulting L and U fators of these fatorizations and a vetorof size b to store the permutation vetor.
INRIA
CALU 7TSLU algorithm1. Let i be my proessor number.2. Compute the LU fatorization of the loal m/P × b group of rows Ai = Π̄i0L̄i0Ūi0. Let Bibe formed by the b pivot rows, Bi = (Π̄Ti0Ai) (1 : b, 1 : b).3. for k = 1 to log2 P doi if i ≥ tgtfstP (i, k) then i φ = target(i, k), τ = ii else i φ = i, τ = target(i, k)i endifi Let l = level(i, k).(a) Proessor φ exhanges its Bi with Proessor τ .(b) Compute the LU fatorization of the two matries Bφ and Bτ of size b× b staked oneon top of another:
[
Bφ
Bτ
]
= Π̄l,kL̄l,kŪl,k() Let Bi be formed by the rst b pivot rows of Π̄Tl,k [ BφBτ ]i end ifend for4. Let the nal permutation Π̄ = Π̄0Π̄1 . . . Π̄log2 p and permute the loal A = Π̄T A.5. Let U = Ū0 log2 P , where U is the upper triangular fator of A.6. Compute the loal L fator, Li = AiU−1.We illustrate the exeution of this algorithm on a small example in Figure 1, where we supposethat the matrix A of size 16×2 is distributed following a 1D blok yli distribution, with bloksof size 2 × 2 on 4 proessors. Let
A =
[
2 0 2 0 0 1 2 0 2 1 4 1 0 0 1 4
4 1 0 0 1 4 1 2 0 2 1 0 0 2 0 2
]TIn this example, the 1st, 2nd, 9th, 10th rows are distributed on proessor 0. First a loalLU fatorization is performed by eah proessor. For proessor 0, the 1st and 9th rows are usedas pivots. Seond the proessors 0 and 1 exhange the 2 rows used as pivots in the loal LUfatorization. Then they perform redundantly the LU fatorization of the 4 × 2 matrix formedby these rows staked one on top of another. Similarly, proessors 2 and 3 exhange their rowsand perform redundantly the LU fatorization of the matrix formed by these rows. In the thirdstep, proessors 0 and 2 exhange the 2 pivot rows identied in the seond step, and perform anLU fatorization on the 4× 2 matrix formed by these rows. The same omputation is performedby the proessors 1 and 3. The rows identied in the third step represent the pivots that willbe used to fatorize the entire matrix A. In this simple example, the pivot rows used by TSLUhappen to be the same as those used by Gaussian elimination with partial pivoting.To study the performane of TSLU, we use a lassial model to desribe a mahine arhiteturein terms of proessor speed, network lateny and bandwidth. Here and in the rest of the paper,RR n° 6523
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Figure 1: Example of exeution of TSLU on 4 proessors.we use one parameter to desribe the time per op (add and multiply), denoted γ, and oneparameter to ount the time per divide, denoted γd. We estimate the time for sending a messageof m words between two proessors as α + mβ, where α denotes the lateny and β the inverse ofthe bandwidth. We approximate the time of broadasts and ombines that involve P proessorsby assuming log2 P idential steps of ommuniation and/or omputation are needed. Withthese notations, the runtime of TSLU is estimated to be (we omit low order terms):
TTSLU (m, b, P ) =
[
2mb2
P +
2b3
3 (log2 P − 1)
]
γ+
+b(log2 P + 1)γd+
+ log2 Pα + b
2 log2 Pβ
(1)We ompare this to SaLAPACK later in Setion 5.4 Parallel CALU algorithm for matries distributed in a 2DlayoutIn this setion we present a parallel algorithm that implements the CALU method presentedin Setion 2. We onsider an m × n matrix blok ylially distributed over a bi-dimensionalgrid of proessors P = Pr × Pc, using square bloks of dimension b × b. The parallel algorithmuses a blok right-looking approah, as used for example in PDGETRF routine in SaLAPACKor in HPL benhmark. That is, it iterates over blok-olumns of A, and at eah step rst ablok-olumn of width b is fatored. Then the trailing matrix is permuted and updated, and thedeomposition ontinues on the trailing matrix. The main dierene with the other algorithmsis that CALU fators a blok-olumn using the TSLU fatorization presented in Setion 3, whihleads to an important redution in the number of messages exhanged during the fatorization.Consider that the rst j − 1 iterations of the LU fatorization were performed. That is, therst j − 1 blok olumns were fatored and the trailing matrix was permuted and updated. Theative matrix at step j is of dimension (m− (j − 1)b)× (n− (j − 1)b) = mj × nj. For the larityof presentation, we suppose that m and n divide b. We desribe here the main steps involved inthe j-th iteration of CALU: INRIA
CALU 91. The olumn of the grid that holds blok-olumn j omputes its LU fatorization usingTSLU (Algorithm in Setion 3).2. Every proessor in the proessor olumn holding the matrix blok-olumn j broadastsalong its proessor row the loally stored subblok of L. It also broadasts an array ofsize b that stores the permutation vetor Πj assoiated with the LU fatorization of blok-olumn j.3. The matrix A is permuted aording to Πj .4. Every proessor in the proessor row holding the matrix blok-row j of U omputes itsloal blok.5. Every proessor in the proessor row holding matrix blok-row j of U broadasts its loalblok down its olumn.6. All proessors update the trailing matrix.In our urrent implementation, we use routines from SaLAPACK for several steps of CALU.Step 3 is performed by a all to PDLASWP, step 4 is done by PDTRSM, and steps 5 and 6orrespond to a all to PDGEMM. However, CALU an be implemented dierently, and aninorporate tehniques whih allow some overlap between omputation and ommuniation asthe so-alled look-ahead tehnique used in HPL benhmark.To estimate the performane of CALU, we assume that the network bandwidth and latenyis not neessarily the same everywhere, e.g. it an be dierent along olumns of the grid thanalong rows of the grid. We use a dierent bandwidth and lateny for ommuniation betweenproessors in dierent rows and the same olumn (αc and βc) versus dierent olumns and thesame rows (αr and βr). This is a rst step towards understanding ertain hierarhial parallelmahines, where there is high bandwidth among proessors on the same hip (or node or module)and lower between proessors on dierent hips (or nodes or modules).The total omputation time over a retangular grid of proessors is given in Equation 2 (weomit some lower order terms and the time of pivoting rows loally). In this estimation we onsiderthat a total of (2n/b) · log2 Pr messages are exhanged for swapping rows of matrix A in step 3.This is beause the swapping of b rows ours after eah blok-olumn fatorization. Hene,this operation an be implemented in two steps, using 2 log2 Pr messages. First eah proessorsends at most b rows that need to be swapped to the root proessor as a redue operation.Seond the root proessor broadasts the neessary rows to all the proessors in its proessorolumn. However in our urrent implementation we use PDLASWP, and this routine performsone message exhange for eah row swap, whih leads to a total of n log2 Pr messages exhangedfor step 3. In our urrent work, we are replaing this routine by a routine that is implementedas explained above, and we inlude the number of messages assoiated with the future routineinstead of PDLASWP in our time estimation.
TCALU (m, n, Pr, Pc) =
[
1
P
(
mn2 − n
3
3
)
+ 1Pr
(
mn − n
2
2
)
2b + n
2b
2Pc
+ 2nb
2
3 (log2 Pr − 1)
]
γ+
+n(log2 Pr + 1)γd+
+ log2 Pr
[
3n
b αc +
(
nb
2 +
3n2
2Pc
)
βc
]
+
+ log2 Pc
[
3n
b αr +
(
1
Pr
(
mn − n
2
2
))
βr
] (2)RR n° 6523
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aLAPACK's LU fatorizationConsider that we deompose an m × n matrix whih is distributed blok ylially over a Prby Pc grid of proessors, where Pr · Pc = P and m ≥ n. The two-dimensional blok ylidistribution uses square bloks of dimension b× b. The algorithm loops over n/b blok-olumns.At the j-th step, the rst j−1 blok-olumns of L and blok-rows of U are already omputed. Atthis step, the blok-olumn j of L is fatored (all to PDGETF2) using pivoting. The pivotinginformation is applied to the rest of the matrix (all to PDLASWP ). The blok-row j of U isomputed using triangular solves (all to PDTRSM), and then the trailing matrix is updated(all to PDGEMM).Equation 3 represents the runtime estimation of PDGETRF routine in SaLAPACK LU. Tobe onsistent with the runtime estimation of CALU, we onsider for PDGETRF as well that theswapping of b rows performed by a all to PDLASWP leads to 2 · log2 Pr messages exhanged.
TPDGETRF (m, n, Pr, Pc) =
[
1
P
(
mn2 − n
3
3
)
+ 1Pr
(
mn − n
2
2
)
b + n
2b
2Pc
]
γ+
+nγd+
+
[
2n
(
1 + 2b
)
log2 Pr + n
]
αc +
(
nb
2 +
3n2
2Pc
)
log2 Prβc+
+ log2 Pc
[
3n
b αr +
1
Pr
(
mn − n
2
2
)
βr
]
(3)To better understand the dierenes between CALU and the LU fatorization implementedin SaLAPACK, we will ompare the runtime estimation of the two fatorizations as given byEquation 2 and Equation 3.Comparing the additions, multipliations op ounts, CALU adds a lower order term ofabout b(mn − n2/2)/Pr. This term omes from TSLU, whih performs twie the fatorizationof a blok-olumn, rst to get the pivot rows, and seond to atually ompute the fators.Comparing the division op ounts, CALU adds a lower order term of n log2 Pr, all from theTSLUs of blok-olumns (the fatorizations of two b × b matries).Comparing ommuniation osts within proessor olumns (αc and βc terms), for bandwidth,both algorithms have the same ommuniation volume. For lateny, CALU is lower by a fatorof b(1 + 1/ log2 Pr). The redution in the number of messages within proessor olumns omesfrom the redution in the fatorization of a blok-olumn performed by TSLU versus PDGETF2.Comparing ommuniations osts within proessor rows (αr and βr terms), in PDGETRF,the number of broadasts within proessor rows is already of the order of n/b, and hene bothalgorithms have the same osts.6 Experimental resultsIn this setion, we evaluate the performane of CALU algorithm, and the goal of our experimentsis three-fold. First, we study the numerial stability of the new a-pivoting strategy. Seond, weevaluate the performane improvement obtained in the panel fatorization by TSLU omparedto the orresponding routine in SaLAPACK. And third, we evaluate the performane of CALUand ompare it to PDGETRF routine in SaLAPACK.The experiments are performed on two omputational systems at the National Energy Re-searh Sienti Computing Center (NERSC). The rst system is an IBM p575 POWER 5system, whih has 888 ompute proessors distributed among 111 ompute nodes. Eah pro-essor is loked at 1.9 GHz and has a theoretial peak performane of 7.6 GFLOPs/s. Eahnode of 8 proessors has 32 Gbytes of memory. The ompute nodes are onneted to eah otherINRIA
CALU 11with a high-bandwidth, low-lateny swithing network. The peak bandwidth is 3100 MB/s andthe MPI Point to Point internode lateny is 4.5 use [7℄. On IBM POWER 5 we use the BLASroutines from the ESSL library (Engineering and Sienti Subroutine library). For all the runswe used the maximum number of proessors available per node.The seond system is a Cray XT4 system with 9660 ompute nodes. Eah ompute nodehas a 2.6 GHz dual-ore AMD Opteron proessor with a theoretial peak performane of 5.2GFLOPs/s. Eah ompute node has 4 GBytes of memory. In our omparisons we use theroutines PDGETRF and PDGETF2 from the Cray Sienti Libraries pakage, LibSi. Howeverthese routines have no signiant optimization with respet to the routines from SaLAPACK [8℄.In our tests we use SaLAPACK in mixed mode, that is MPI is used in between ompute nodes,and threaded BLAS level parallelism on ores within a node. The threaded BLAS used is libGotolibrary.6.1 Stability of a-pivoting strategyIn this setion we show that CALU is as stable as Gaussian elimination with partial pivoting.For this we summarize results that express the stability of Gaussian elimination, in terms of thepivot growth and the normwise bakward stability attained. We perform our tests in Matlab,using matries from a normal distribution with varying size from 1024 to 8192.The growth fator involves the values of the elements of A during the elimination. We use thegrowth fator as dened by Trefethen and Shreiber [10℄, gT = maxi,j,k |a(k)ij |σA , where a(k)ij denotesthe absolute value of the element of A at row i and olumn j at the k-th step of elimination,and σA is the standard deviation of the initial element distribution. It is shown experimentallyin [10℄ that in pratie gT ≈ n2/3 for partial pivoting, and gT ≈ n1/2 for omplete pivoting (atleast for n 6 1024).In Figure 2 (left) we display the value of the growth fator gT obtained for dierent bloksizes and dierent number of proessors. Here two samples are used for eah test. From thepoint of view of stability, only the number of rows in the proess grid Pr plays a role. Hene wevary only Pr , presented as P in Figure 2. We observe that the growth fator of a-pivoting growsas c · n2/3 (c being a small onstant around 1.5), and has the same behavior as partial pivoting.The new a-pivoting strategy does not ensure that the element of maximum magnitude isused as pivot at eah step of fatorization. Hene |L| is not bounded by 1 as in Gaussianelimination with partial pivoting. However, in pratie the pivots used by a-pivoting are verylose to the elements of maximum magnitude in the respetive olumns. In Figure 2 (right) wedisplay the value of the minimum threshold in CALU, where the threshold is omputed at eahstep of fatorization i as the quotient of the pivot used at step i divided by the maximum valuein olumn i. We observe that this value is always larger than 0.33, meaning that in our tests
|L| is bounded by 3. The average value of the threshold is larger than 0.84. We have performedexperiments on dierent matries, as matries following dierent random distributions, denseToeplitz matries, and we have obtained similar results.To evaluate the stability of a-pivoting in terms of normwise bakward stability, we omputethree auray tests as performed in the HPL benhmark, and denoted as HPL1, HPL2 andHPL3. For stability, the expeted values are of the order of O(1), that is a slowly growingfuntion of n. In HPL, the auray tests are passed if the values of the three quantities aresmaller than 16. HPL1 = ||Ax − b||∞/(ǫ||A||1 ∗ N),HPL2 = ||Ax − b||∞/(ǫ||A||1||x||1),HPL3 = ||Ax − b||∞/(ǫ||A||∞||x||∞ ∗ N).RR n° 6523
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n P b gT τave τmin wb HPL1 HPL2 HPL3256 32 497.43 0.84 0.40 4.22e-14 5.06e-02 2.26e-02 4.54e-0316 551.76 0.86 0.35 4.10e-14 2.24e-02 2.15e-02 4.34e-0364 463.84 0.84 0.42 4.11e-14 4.78e-02 2.21e-02 4.22e-03128 32 525.81 0.84 0.38 3.95e-14 3.90e-02 2.12e-02 4.30e-03
213 16 573.11 0.86 0.38 3.70e-14 6.67e-02 1.97e-02 3.89e-03128 402.09 0.85 0.47 3.86e-14 2.09e-02 2.07e-02 3.84e-0364 64 457.49 0.84 0.43 3.82e-14 3.45e-02 2.05e-02 4.26e-0332 468.02 0.84 0.37 4.36e-14 6.64e-02 2.31e-02 4.85e-0316 482.58 0.86 0.39 3.87e-14 1.32e-02 2.08e-02 4.24e-03256 16 334.03 0.87 0.37 1.88e-14 1.38e-02 1.94e-02 4.36e-03128 32 341.13 0.86 0.42 2.15e-14 2.35e-02 2.22e-02 4.99e-0316 348.01 0.87 0.38 1.98e-14 5.58e-01 2.11e-02 3.95e-03
212 64 294.77 0.86 0.47 2.03e-14 1.22e-02 2.13e-02 4.55e-0364 32 339.85 0.86 0.41 2.03e-14 2.39e-02 2.13e-02 4.56e-0316 306.10 0.87 0.37 1.99e-14 2.76e-02 2.10e-02 3.98e-03128 16 198.48 0.89 0.41 9.71e-15 3.74e-02 2.01e-02 4.36e-03
211 64 32 201.92 0.88 0.43 1.13e-14 5.52e-02 2.32e-02 5.16e-0316 187.18 0.89 0.42 9.91e-15 2.83e-02 2.06e-02 4.49e-03
210 64 16 131.98 0.90 0.44 5.13e-15 2.24e-02 2.11e-02 5.18e-03Table 1: HPL auray tests for a-pivoting strategy
n S gT wb HPL1 HPL2 HPL3
213 5 325.36 2.64e-14 1.41e-01 1.40e-02 2.75e-03
212 5 219.93 1.33e-14 1.22e-02 1.40e-02 3.02e-03
211 5 151.42 6.78e-15 1.86e-02 1.38e-02 3.01e-03
210 10 101.65 3.87e-15 2.41e-02 1.57e-02 3.63e-03Table 2: HPL auray tests for LU with partial pivoting
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Figure 2: The growth fator and the minimum threshold value for matries following a normaldistributionWe present in Table 1 the results obtained for the three tests for CALU, when varying thematrix size, the number of proessors and the blok size. For the matrix of size n = 2k inTable 1, the sample size is S = max{10 ∗ 210−k, 3}. We also reord the growth fator gT , theaverage threshold τave, the minimum threshold τmin, and the omponentwise bakward error be-fore iterative renements wb. Usually after 2 iterative renements, the omponentwise bakwarderror an be redued to the order of 10−16. We display in Table 2 the results obtained by LUfatorization with partial pivoting for the same matrix sizes, where S is the sample size. All thethree tests, as performed in HPL, are passed by CALU. Moreover, for all the test ases, CALUleads to results of the same order of magnitude (10−2, 10−3) as LU fatorization with partialpivoting.6.2 Performane of TSLUWe evaluate the performane of TSLU using matries of a size m × n, a blok size b = n, andvarying both m and n (m ∈ {103, 5 · 103, 104, 105, 106} and n ∈ {50, 100, 150}). Our goal is tostudy the performane improvement of TSLU ompared to the SaLAPACK PDGETF2 routine.The time ratio between PDGETF2 and TSLU obtained on the IBM POWER 5 system and theCray XT4 system is displayed in Table 3 and Table 4.The improvement is expeted in part due to using a better LU fatorization algorithm in theloal sequential LU fatorization (step 2 of Algorithm TSLU), and in part due to reduing thelateny ost. In our algorithm we use the reursive LU fatorization, the RGETF2 routine asgiven in Appendix B of [6℄. Reall that TSLU performs twie the number of ops of PDGETF2.To better understand these issues, we ompare two dierent ongurations of TSLU. In the rstone the loal LU fatorization performed by eah proessor on its group of rows is done usingthe lassi LU fatorization. We use the LAPACK DGETF2 routine, and the results for thisonguration are displayed in the olumns denoted Cl in Tables 3 and 4. In the seond one,displayed in the olumns Rec, we use the reursive LU fatorization, the RGETF2 routine asgiven in Appendix B of [6℄.In eah table we show results for xed m and dierent values of n and number of proessors.Several results are missing in the plots, and this is beause either there was not enough memoryto perform the fatorization or the input matrix is too small and some proessors are not involvedin the operation.RR n° 6523
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m n = b 4 8 16 32 64
2 × 2 2 × 4 4 × 4 4 × 8 8 × 8Re Cl Re Cl Re Cl Re Cl Re Cl
10
3 50 1.66 1.59 1.96 2.06 2.24 2.09 - - - -
10
3 100 1.27 1.17 1.44 1.37 - - - - - -
10
3 150 1.06 0.97 - - - - - - - -
5 · 10
3 50 1.62 1.08 1.48 1.44 1.97 1.94 1.78 2.05 2.09 1.71
5 · 10
3 100 0.98 0.85 1.13 1.04 1.36 1.29 1.39 1.47 - -
5 · 10
3 150 1.08 0.81 1.00 1.01 1.06 0.96 0.99 0.97 - -
10
4 50 1.24 0.87 1.71 0.88 1.78 1.68 1.66 1.94 2.18 1.76
10
4 100 1.34 0.81 1.01 0.80 1.26 1.15 1.30 1.28 1.51 1.21
10
4 150 3.07 0.88 1.03 0.78 1.01 0.89 1.00 0.97 1.06 0.80
10
5 50 1.07 0.70 1.09 0.72 1.18 0.85 1.15 1.32 1.50 1.23
10
5 100 1.00 0.70 1.04 0.67 1.09 0.73 1.21 1.03 1.19 1.01
10
5 150 1.13 0.68 1.13 0.69 1.36 0.77 1.08 0.84 1.03 0.75
10
6 50 1.36 0.71 1.27 0.71 1.25 0.70 1.12 0.69 2.01 0.82
10
6 100 1.84 0.75 1.95 0.87 1.62 0.73 2.90 0.84 1.08 0.70
10
6 150 2.32 0.81 2.34 0.89 4.37 0.90 3.42 0.85 1.22 0.70Table 3: Time ratio of PDGETF2 to TSLU obtained on IBM POWER 5 system, using DGETF2for the loal LU fatorization (Cl), and using RGETF2 for the loal LU fatorization (Re). Thematrix fatorized is m × n, with a blok of size b = n.On the IBM POWER 5 system (Table 3), the best improvement is obtained for the largestmatrix in our test set m = 106 and n = b = 150, where TSLU outperforms PDGETF2 by afator of 4.37 on 16 proessors. The improvement due to lateny redution is almost a fator 2.This shows that reduing the lateny ost is an important part of the overall improvement.The best performane of TSLU on the IBM POWER 5 system is 215 GFLOPs/s, and it isobtained for m = 106 and n = 150 on 64 proessors (we ount here the total number of opsperformed by TSLU). This represents 44% of the theoretial peak performane. This performaneorresponds to an improvement of 1.22 over PDGETF2.For small matries, we an notie that the improvement omes mainly from reduing thelateny ost. For intermediate size matries and a small number of proessors (up to 4, 8proessors), the improvement omes mainly from using reursion. For the same matries anda large number of proessors, the improvement omes from dereasing the lateny ost. Onsmall number of proessors the reursion leads to important improvements for large matries(m = 105, 106 and varying n), for instane a fator of 2.3 for m = 105 and n = 150 on 4proessors. However, with inreasing number of proessors, even for large matries, reduingthe lateny plays an important role in the overall improvement. The best results are obtainedon 16 and 32 proessors for the biggest matries m = 106 and n = 150, showing the overallimprovement fators of 4.37 and 3.42 respetively.On the Cray XT4 system (Table 4), the best improvement is seen for m = 106 and n = 150:a fator of 5.58 on 4 proessors and a fator of 5.52 on 8 proessors. The best performane ofthe TSLU algorithm is 240 GFLOPs/s, obtained by TSLU on 64 proessors for m = 106 and
n = 150. This represents 36% of the theoretial peak performane and it orresponds to animprovement of 3.67 over PDGETF2. INRIA
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m n = b 4 8 16 32 64
2 × 2 2 × 4 4 × 4 4 × 8 8 × 8Re Cl Re Cl Re Cl Re Cl Re Cl
10
3 50 1.42 2.23 1.85 2.71 2.09 3.09 - - - -
10
3 100 1.14 1.39 1.29 1.56 - - - - - -
10
3 150 1.12 0.91 - - - - - - - -
5 · 10
3 50 1.22 1.42 1.65 2.15 1.97 2.72 2.10 3.06 1.04 2.59
5 · 10
3 100 1.27 1.24 1.25 1.32 1.35 1.53 1.38 1.65 - -
5 · 10
3 150 1.67 1.22 0.97 0.90 0.88 0.91 0.85 0.90 - -
10
4 50 1.20 1.14 1.37 1.19 1.85 2.42 1.03 2.88 2.03 3.10
10
4 100 2.19 1.34 1.56 1.44 1.30 1.41 0.94 1.56 1.36 1.94
10
4 150 2.61 1.30 2.03 1.44 0.92 0.88 0.81 0.90 0.87 0.93
10
5 50 2.12 1.13 2.23 1.37 2.29 1.50 1.20 1.47 1.76 1.88
10
5 100 3.14 1.25 3.13 1.45 2.97 1.43 1.92 1.39 2.38 1.39
10
5 150 3.78 1.30 3.57 1.47 3.14 1.30 2.12 1.26 2.34 1.15
10
6 50 2.99 1.49 3.02 1.51 2.86 1.28 2.09 1.03 2.14 1.31
10
6 100 4.51 1.65 4.55 1.71 4.04 1.36 3.04 1.13 3.07 1.27
10
6 150 5.58 1.61 5.52 1.76 4.80 1.39 3.60 1.12 3.67 1.20Table 4: Time ratio of PDGETF2 to TSLU obtained on Cray XT4 system, using DGETF2 forthe loal LU fatorization (Cl), and using RGETF2 for the loal LU fatorization (Re). Thematrix fatorized is m × n, with a blok of size b = n.For the small matries (m = 103 and n varying from 50 to 150 or m = 5 · 103 and n = 50 or
100) the best results are obtained using lassi LU, hene solely due to redution of the latenyost. For all the large matries, using reursive LU shows a better performane.In summary, for all the ases tested, at least one of the new TSLU algorithms outperformsthe SaLAPACK routine PDGETF2. For small matries the usage of lassi LU leads to betterperformane than the reursive LU. This is in aordane with the results in [6, 9℄ whih showthat the reursive algorithm do not fare better than the lassi algorithm for small matries. Forlarger matries, reursive LU performs better than lassi LU. The improvements obtained byTSLU are due to both reduing the lateny and the loal LU fatorization osts.6.3 Performane of CALUIn this setion we study the performane improvement of CALU ompared to the SaLAPACKPDGETRF routine. We use matries of a size m × m, and varying both m and b (m ∈ {103, 5 ·
103, 104} and b ∈ {50, 100, 150}). The time ratio between PDGETRF and CALU obtained onthe IBM POWER 5 system and the Cray XT4 system are presented in Tables 5 and 6.We have observed in Tables 3 and 4 that for a small number of proessors, the best per-formane for TSLU is obtained when reursive LU is used for the loal LU fatorization. Thenumber of proessors used for TSLU orresponds to the number of rows Pr in the 2D grid ofproessors used for CALU. Sine in our tests for CALU Pr is relatively small (with values goingfrom 2 to 8), in all our tests we use for the panel fatorization TSLU with reursive LU.For IBM POWER 5 system, the results are displayed in Table 5. The rst matrix (m = 103and varying b) is relatively small, and thus we do not expet any important speedup withinreasing number of proessors. In fat, for m = 103 we see no speedup for a number ofproessors larger than 16. Still, this matrix is helpful in showing the improvement due to theRR n° 6523
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tion of the lateny ost. The best improvement is obtained for m = 103 and b = 50 (fatorsof 2.23 on 16 proessors and 2.29 respetively on 64 proessors), mainly as a result of reduingthe lateny ost. An important improvement is obtained also for m = 5 · 103, a fator of 1.67on 32 proessors and a fator of 1.69 on 64 proessors. For m = 104, the best improvement is afator of 1.59 on 32 proessors.For Cray XT4 system, the results are displayed in Table 6. We notie that the improvementsare smaller than on the IBM POWER 5 system. The best improvement obtained is a fator of
1.81 for m = 103 and b = 100 on 64 proessors. For m = 5 · 103, the best improvements obtainedare a fator of 1.38 on 8 proessors and a fator of 1.36 on 64 proessors, both for b = 150. For
m = 104, the best improvements are a fator of 1.38 on 32 proessors and a fator of 1.33 on 64proessors. No of proessors P = Pr × Pc
m = n b 4 8 16 32 64
2 × 2 2 × 4 4 × 4 4 × 8 8 × 8Impvt GFlops Impvt GFlops Impvt GFlops Impvt GFlops Impvt GFlopsCALU CALU CALU CALU CALU
10
3 50 1.57 9.79 1.59 11.9 2.23 11.8 2.07 11.5 2.25 9.8
10
3 100 1.48 8.84 1.47 10.5 1.91 10.6 1.91 11.2 2.29 10.9
10
3 150 1.36 8.26 1.41 9.9 1.70 9.5 - - - -
5 · 10
3 50 1.05 21.5 1.09 39.4 1.31 61.2 1.51 95.5 1.69 118.6
5 · 10
3 100 1.06 21.1 1.13 37.3 1.21 56.7 1.67 84.1 1.66 103.1
5 · 10
3 150 1.04 20.6 1.08 35.1 1.18 52.3 1.26 74.8 1.45 89.1
10
4 50 1.00 23.27 1.00 45.1 1.08 80.3 1.17 143.2 1.35 213.9
10
4 100 1.00 23.62 1.00 44.4 1.10 78.0 1.19 133.2 1.24 197.6
10
4 150 1.01 23.47 1.02 42.3 1.33 74.1 1.59 122.1 1.17 173.8Table 5: Time ratio of PDGETRF to CALU (Impvt olumns) and performane for CALU inGFLOPs/s (GFlops olumns) obtained on IBM POWER 5 system. The matrix fatorized is
m × m, with a blok of size b.The improvements presented in Tables 6 and 5 are obtained for a xed number of proessorsand a xed blok size. However the best improvements do not orrespond always to the bestperformane of CALU or PDGETRF. CALU an have a better performane for a dierent bloksize or grid shape than PDGETRF. Hene, an interesting question to answer is: for a givenproblem size m and a given maximum number of proessors, what is the improvement obtainedby the best CALU with respet to the best PDGETRF? To answer this question, we present inTable 7 the improvement obtained by taking the best performane independently for CALU andPDGETRF, when varying the number of proessors (from 8 to 64) and the blok size (values of
50, 100 and 150). For a given number of proessors, we use one grid shape, as in our previousexperiments. We also display the best performane for CALU and PDGETRF in GFLOPs/s(GFlops olumns), the blok size (b) and the number of proessors for whih the best performanewas obtained, and the perentage of theoretial peak performane obtained by CALU (olumnsPrnt). The speedup is omputed as follows:
speedup(m, m, Pmax) =
minP≤Pmax,bTPDGETRF (m, m, P, b)
minP≤Pmax,bTCALU (m, m, P, b)CALU leads to improvements up to 1.69 on IBM POWER 5 and up to 1.53 on Cray XT4.Note that the improvements are obtained when the performane of the algorithm is a smallINRIA
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essors P = Pr × Pc
m = n b 4 8 16 32 64
2 × 2 2 × 4 4 × 4 4 × 8 8 × 8Impvt GFlops Impvt GFlops Impvt GFlops Impvt GFlops Impvt GFlopsCALU CALU CALU CALU CALU
10
3 50 1.19 5.4 1.20 6.6 1.33 6.6 1.35 7.5 1.67 7.6
10
3 100 1.28 5.5 1.39 7.0 1.52 7.2 1.60 8.5 1.81 8.3
10
3 150 1.23 5.3 1.32 6.6 1.44 6.7 - - - -
5 · 10
3 50 1.03 19.2 1.09 33.3 1.12 44.3 1.16 69.2 1.11 67.2
5 · 10
3 100 1.12 19.4 1.20 32.3 1.13 42.8 1.24 67.4 1.32 76.1
5 · 10
3 150 1.23 19.1 1.38 31.0 1.22 40.8 1.35 61.9 1.36 70.5
10
4 50 1.01 24.4 1.05 45.7 1.04 69.5 1.08 121.3 1.31 154.9
10
4 100 1.09 25.3 1.18 46.5 1.13 69.8 1.22 118.2 1.33 153.3
10
4 150 1.16 25.2 1.31 45.4 1.22 67.3 1.38 111.4 1.30 140.3Table 6: Time ratio of PDGETRF to CALU (Impvt olumns) and performane for CALU inGFLOPs/s (GFlops olumns) obtained on Cray XT4 system. The matrix fatorized is m × m,with a blok of size b.perentage of the theoretial peak performane. The smallest perentage is obtained on CrayXT4, for m = 103 and P = 32. This is somehow expeted, sine this is a small matrix exeutedon 32 dual-ore proessors. A better perentage is obtained on IBM POWER 5, for example
40.6 for m = 104 on 64 proessors. However, even when the perentage of peak performane issmall, the Table 7 shows that CALU will let a user more eiently use the same resoures thanPDGETRF, and so it is always worth using it.IBM Power 5m speedup CALU PDGETRFGFlops P b Prnt GFlops P b
10
3 1.59 11.9 8 50 19.6 7.5 8 50
5 · 10
3 1.69 118.6 64 50 24.4 70.0 64 50
10
4 1.34 213.9 64 50 40.6 159.8 64 100Cray XT4m speedup CALU PDGETRFGFlops P b Prnt GFlops P b
10
3 1.53 8.5 32 100 2.5 5.54 32 50
5 · 10
3 1.26 76.1 64 100 11.4 60.2 64 50
10
4 1.31 154.9 64 50 23.2 118.1 64 50Table 7: Speedup estimated as the ratio of best PDGETRF over best CALU for a given problemsize, the best performane for CALU and PDGETRF in GFLOPs/s (GFlops olumns), the bloksize (b olumns) and the number of proessors (P olumns) for whih the best performane wasobtained. Prnt denotes the perentage of theoretial peak performane obtained by CALU.
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lusions and future workIn this paper we have introdued CALU, a new algorithm for omputing the LU fatorization ofdense matries. This algorithm uses a new pivoting strategy, the a-pivoting, whih is used toeiently ompute the LU fatorization of a blok-olumn, and leads to an important dereasein the number of messages of CALU with respet to lassi algorithms.We have ompared CALU with the orresponding PDGETRF routine from SaLAPACK.Our experiments have shown that depending on the size of the matrix and the harateristis ofthe underlying omputer arhiteture, it is either lateny redution or reursion or both whihare major fators in reduing the parallel time of the LU fatorization. Interestingly, the gainsdue to lateny redution are not limited only to the small matries, but aets also the largematries. In these ases the reursion is very eient in reduing the loal LU fatorization timeand thus leaves the lateny as the time onsuming bottlenek, whih needs to be alleviated.The fatorization of a blok-olumn, TSLU, outperforms the orresponding routine PDGETF2from SaLAPACK up to a fator of 4.37 on the IBM POWER5 system and up to a fator of
5.52 on the Cray XT4 system. CALU outperforms PDGETRF up to a fator of 2.29 on IBMPOWER5 and up to a fator of 1.81 on Cray XT4.The fatorization of a blok-olumn lies on the ritial path of the parallel LU fatorization,and hene we expet that the usage of a-pivoting strategy by other parallel LU algorithms, asHPL, will lead to improvements of the overall time.As future work, it will be interesting to study the suitability of the new a-pivoting strategyfor parallel LU on multiore arhitetures. Another diretion onsists of using the a-pivotingstrategy for the LU fatorization or the inomplete LU fatorization of sparse matries. Thismay pay o muh more than the dense ase, sine there is a higher proportion of ommuniationversus omputation.A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